SECOND SESSION OF THE PREPARATORY COMMITTEE OF THE UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON TRADE AND EMPLOYMENT.

Corrigendum to Verbatim Report of Seventeenth Meeting of Commission A (E/PC/T/A/PV/17)

The following corrections should be made in the remarks by Mr. Shackle (United Kingdom):

Page 13:
8th line: delete "to".
18th line: delete and substitute the following: "consumer, or, as the second alternative, the price paid to the home producer".
22nd line: after "price" insert "paid".
last line: delete "The point of"; capitalise "p" in "paragraph".

Page 14:
9th line: insert "a" between "by" and "monopoly".

Page 31:
3rd line: delete and substitute the following: "to us that its object is entirely right. It does occur to us".
4th line: delete "same".
8th line: delete "obvious".